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I started attendance one discussion and then it seemed so useless if I didn’t attend his discussions. 
Simply superb, great job and very kind person too! 
 
Knows material and coveys important points well very modest and nice.  
 
Good teaching ability. Organization & ability to communicate effectively. Aravind Kailas = A+. 
 
TA is strong in everything. His ability to explain concepts are essential. Best TA so far. Could 
probably teach this class instead of the proof, would make it more interesting. Best ECE TA easily. 
 
TA is strong in everything. He’s helped me through this course. I’m very glad I had him. He is 
rocking. Better than other TAs. 
 
Explaining complex material is excellent. Very concerned with the students learning the material 
very friendly and congenial. 
 
Very knowledgeable and eager to help. Great job! 
 
Handouts are thoroughly prepared and very helpful. Very helpful, exceptional effort. 
 
Willingness to help, strong knowledge of material, very easy to approach. Very good TA. He 
should be more confident about his skills. Students learn a lot in his discussion hour. 
 
Amazing attitude! Super TA. 
 
Enthusiastic and knows material. One of the best TA’s I’ve had. 
 
Amazing TA. Best TA for lower level undergraduate courses. Great work Aravind. 
 
Great Attitude, command over language, time management. Best TA easily! 
 
Very strong and helpful. Give the TA any topic and he will do well. Great work Aravind. 
Awesome. 
 
Awesome. Really helpful even while responding to emails complete TA I must say☺ 
 
It is obvious that Aravind puts everything he has into this class. He is the most helpful TA I have 
had. Best TA. Discussion handouts are very helpful. 
 
Amazing. Was really helpful and held excellent teaching sessions and gave tips and insight on 
course. 
 
He expands on his ideas. Very knowledgeable about material. Willing to help at any time. Great 
TA! 
 
 


